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Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself – teams and leadership roles-Board chair on Lamoille DV shelter, Director and manager of nonprofit teams (virtual and in-person), proposal/ad-hoc teams, family mom (yes, that’s a team!), team mom for sports, emergency response teams (Puerto Rico, Banda Ache, LAH2SRCC), running my own businessThe intent of this presentation is a set of reminders of things we all know, or might have heard ofLeading during COVID is hard and different from other crisis – we are all impacted in some waysThis is a good moment to consider how you and your team is doing and make slight changes to be even betterAll teams have different rules, regulations or policies guiding them – providing a framework, but these are tools or considerations that might resonate for your teamI’ve tried to give an overview of different leadership styles or approaches, and then some examples or specific tools within eachMany overlap (you will see my bias!) – and I’m not a leadership expert, so you might hear things you know by another name, or you might have a different definition or approach



Good Practices
• Clarity and reminders of roles and collective 

impact
• Validate emotions and energy
• Compassion as point of entry  
• Take responsibility for mistakes
• Leaders practice self-care
What are your top leadership or motivational 
practices?
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Clear role or mission or collective impact of team--ways to do that – one thing done, connecting discussion with mission, doing short-term planning discussions instead of full strategic planningValidate emotions and energy -start meetings with a quick check ins….be prepared to pivot or address where the group is.  Have tools available (hand breathing, circle breathing)Clear roles for team members with clear understanding of how their work contributes to team role, mission or collective impact--ways to do that – will see tools later, but one-on-one meetings between team members and managers, skills survey as team, build trust (trust them, cultivate trust from them, cultivate trust between team members)--”one thing done” towards mission or collective impact – quick check in at beginning of meeting can also be effectiveLeader self-practice – “put on your seatbelt before helping others” – what reduces your stress, your anxiety….do it.  Create a self-care plan



Transformational

Leadership that encourages 
participation, looks for ways to share 
power and information, enhances 
other people’s self-worth, and get 
others excited about their work.

Tools
• Storytelling
• Seeking individual participation 
• Giving individual appreciation 
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I had never really thought about feminine or masculine leadership styles, until one of the women I was working with on designing a consulting collaborative of women started talking about feminine leadership – one that is highly participatory.  Then in the midst of the pandemic, I was working with a Lamoille based nonprofit, and the woman leader talked about her leadership style as one that  “Inspires people to step into their own leadership role”  I started to look into this, and found another name is transformational.A powerful took is storytelling – and even more exciting is shared storytelling. Right now, a year into COVID, is a great time to use storytelling – both as a way to check back to where your team has been and how your team has made it through past crisis together.  What were the strengths?  What did you learn?  Setting aside a time to jointly storytell how and what of COVID response Stories can be used in multiple settings with teams – asking team members to tell stories or you as leader telling a storyStory of Ted – always starts discussions with a personal story, and asks about something we discussed during the last meeting – building relationships



Appreciative

Leaders believe that people perform best when they feel 
good about themselves and their work, and they try to 
create situations that contribute to that feeling.

Tools & philosophies
• Performance inspiration NOT performance appraisal

• SOAR NOT SWOT

• Highpoint interviews

• Roots of success NOT roots of failure
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Appreciative inquiry is an organizational development approach that has tools for managers, for strategic planning, for performance management….As David Cooperider (one of the original writers about AI) describes it:“At its heart, AI is about the search for the best in people, their organizations, and the strengths-filled, opportunity-rich world around them. AI is not so much a shift in the methods and models of organizational change, but AI is a fundamental shift in the overall perspective taken throughout the entire change process to ‘see’ the wholeness of the human system and to “inquire” into that system’s strengths, possibilities, and successes.”Some of the tools I like best that are based in AI include:Instead of looking at a performance appraisal, finding ways to have discussions with employees or team members or board members that inspire performance – questions include: Considering all of your objectives, what are you most proud of this past year? What have been your most significant accomplishments? What contributed to those successes? What has allowed you to do your best work?Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations and Results based strategic planning instead of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats – moves discussion to an exciting and motivating place – allows teams to dream big, and shape the dreams into results Highpoint interviews are part of the SOAR process, but can be used to motivate, create new/different relationships between key stakeholdersA key philosophy is looking for roots of success (asking questions why something worked, not why something didn’t work) – so now with COVID, having a discussion around what went well, what opportunities did your team learn about – instead of what went wrong, what were challenges



Learning 

Learning organizations give employees the power to 
solve problems autonomously, and benefit from 
learning from peers without judgement, or fear.

Tools:
• Active listening
• O3 or other regular check ins (appreciate & validate)
• Pulse survey (TINYPulse) and immediate reaction
• Daily kudo emails, Team Learning Newsletters co-written

How do you learn with your team?
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This one approach is deliberate and there are multiple pieces and approaches to making a team or organization a full learning organization, but there are some interesting tools that can be adapted. Key to approach is getting input and feedback from all participants on the team – and to foster trust and peer-to-peer relationships that help solve problems or motivate.Actively listening – what does this mean and look like?  Asking questions, seeking input, responding O3 – one-on-ones – key management tool that sets aside 15-30 minutes on a regular basis to meet individually with each team member (could be weekly, monthly, etc).  Focus is on listening to the staff person.  Bring set questions “how is it going?” what are your biggest recent successes?....also opportunity to provide validating and appreciative support and feedbackPulse surveys can be great way to understand what your team is feeling (use survey monkey or TINYpulse or emails or questions in meetings Newsletters, Kudo-mail, Daily-kudos sent from leadership OR have a group of team members create (they have to talk to others and gather stories) and send outQuestions such as these at the beginning of meetings:o On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being excellent, how are you feeling right now? o Do you have any feelings today you didn’t have yesterday? o How could I/the organization support you better?



Shared Responsibility
Not necessarily an 
“approach” but a trend
• LAH2SRCC example
• United Way in Lamoille 

example
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Lamoille Area Heath and Human Services Regional Command Center – formed out of COVID, led by 3 commanders, ops teams around sectors, with support teams Why it has worked – we were all focused on the same collective impact to begin, and now (more than a year later) see the impact coming to fruition Leaders have created personal relationships (or had personal relationships) with all members, provide positive feedback individually, recognize the great work publically Leaders feel supported by each other and the team, got the buy-in from their organizations because everyone can see the joint impactUW of Lamoille – new ED came on board, after a few weeks realized the organization needed a different set of skills, so asked one long-standing employee to be her co-ED….board approved.  Not all situations allow for this, but the openness to seeing other possibilities, seeking participation and input, looking at strengths, reminding of mission and direction and possibility of organization allowed this to happen



Virtual Thoughts….
• Initial meeting verbal check in with all team members 

• “one word to describe how you are feeling”
• “funniest thing in front of you right now”

• Schedule time in meetings for checking in personally with team
• Schedule virtual meet-ups, time to get to know or deepen team 

relationships 
• Virtual treasure hunts, “front-stoop coffees”, co-working sessions

• Check out KonTerra Group’s COVID support guidance & webinars
• Use polling tools (eg Zoom, Slido, Kahoots) to gather input

• Virtual White Boards (Miro, Stormboard, Zoom)
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Since so much of our team work is now virtual, I thought I’d add a couple of things about virtual tools and tricks…you probably have learned many:Having a verbal check in – popcorn style – gets people to pay attention and reframes their minds You could use the motivational cards and read a quote (give example)Polling -Zoom, Slido, KahootsCommunicating well and building strong teams in COVID:https://konterragroup.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Communicating-Well-and-Building-Strong-Relationships-Virtually.pdfWhite boards for brainstorming-Zoom, 
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